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Along with the fast development of the tax information turn, taxation bureau has 
accumulated so many tax data, how to make use of these precious data well from tallying up 
the development regulation that revenue from tax work inside, manage for the revenue from 
tax, policy establishment offering according to, is an important lesson that revenue from tax 
information turn to develop fin face in the process. At the same time, the mission of the tax 
administration management change from the wide type management face to the fine type 
management, from the mission type management to the change that overawe type 
management, also must adopt the some advanced analysis means to provide the application 
service system for governor and decision maker. 
Major work of this paper: 
1．Tax Decision Support System based on data warehouse 
First, design and implement the Tax Decision Support System base on data warehouse 
technology. The system through the centralized business data analysis, can track and analyze 
all tax-related information of taxpayers, and reduce the tax evasion: taxation staff can use the 
Tax Decision Support System for the daily inquiry and analysis: The managers of taxation 
department can draft various macroeconomic analyses and forecast, and make more effective 
tax plan. 
2．Application of the Tax-Check System based on online Analytical Processing 
Online Analytical Processing system is a decision support system, between policy-maker 
and a data warehouse connection. Through to a series of rule use, the policy-maker may 
inquire in the data warehouse after the complex analysis must count. Online Analytical 
Processing system's out standing feature has provided the data multi-dimensional concept 
view, and introduces a method for developing OLAP taking a certain tax-checking system as 
the example, and discusses the integral frame, functional modules and technical difficulties of 
this system. 
3．Risk warning model of Tax payment evaluation 
A risk warning model of tax payment evaluation based on neural network and Domain 
knowledge is presented in this paper. The enterprises that have the most possibility of tax 
dodging can be found by applying neural network methods. The doubtful points in tax 
















shows the feasibility of the model. 
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